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I have a feeling its just a problem in cpanel but I need to know for sure. If
any of you know what would cause this it would be a great help. EDIT I
have contacted cpanel support and they have put me in touch with the
cpanel support engineer assigned to this case. He responded as follows.
The.rar in your CNAME record was removed when your account was
upgraded to pure.email, as it was not a valid extension to your CNAME
record for the domain. This CNAME record contains the value of your
email address. I just put the CNAME record back and it is now valid again.
If you have further questions on this issue, please contact me again.
Regards, The cPanel Support Engineer A: I have no idea what CNAME
stands for so I'm not going to jump to conclusions, but you don't seem to
understand what's going on here: Your cPanel account has been
upgraded from VPS to VPS + Email, which has removed all.rar files from
your CNAME record. The CNAME record is what tells your domain name to
look at your email, so the cPanel system knows where to send your
email. If the cPanel system were to try and look at files on your server, it
would have no idea what to do with them, so it would instead contact a
third-party CNAME provider that specialises in storing file extensions. At
this point, it's either gonna say "I don't know what to do here, so I'm
givin' this domain to the person at this address" or "I'm going to say
you're makin' a porn site if you keep an.rar file in your CNAME record."
The solution is easy. Just upgrade to VPS + Email + Hosting, then
your.rar files will be stored in your account and you won't have to worry
about them anywhere else. { "cluster" : { "name" : "C1" }, "type" : {
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"type" : "file" }, "path" : { "path" : "/data/record/record1" }, "system": {
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